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The Paladin of Light is widely known as the most
powerful weapon guardian of the six Divine Beasts of
Light. It is an extremely rare monster with a rarity of
0.000023, and sometimes, it appears in the wild.
FEATURES Character "Ability": The ability of the
Paladin of Light changes each time you increase your
level, allowing you to use a more powerful ability!
When your ability reaches level 30, you can use a new
ability! Become "S Commander" of the LGS: At the
start of each dungeon battle, you can change the role
of your paladin to "S Commander" to use a more
powerful ability. When the party leader, that is the
paladin, makes a skill card or a treasure card, that
card is displayed on the Dungeon Slate. AttributeBased Battle: Upon entering Attribute Sanctuaries, you
can battle with the new Attribute system! Attribute
system gives more variety to your battle against
enemies. Meanwhile, when there is a battle with a
powerful monster, the black hex symbol will appear.
Only upon defeating this monster will you receive a
card from the white hex symbol. There are many
Attribute Cards from various attributes in this DLC,
allowing you to get extra cards and upgrade abilities!
Card destruction in the Attribute system will
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completely break any attributes you don't see in the
card, unlike the existing system. Some characters
have acquired magic without an ability increase. For
example, Silver Paladin and S Commander. However,
it is possible to increase their abilities by using the
Attribute cards! "Attribute Dungeon": The third battle
map that can be completed within a single week is a
special Dungeon. When you defeat a special monster,
they will appear on the Dungeon Slate in this dungeon.
"Permanent Dungeon Slate": In addition to being used
for the 3 map-based dungeons, permanent dungeons
are now also available! Unlike standard dungeons that
are cleared every week, permanent dungeons can be
cleared once and will keep the battle statistics without
clearing. Players cannot access the legend on the
permanent dungeon slate and cannot reset progress if
they lose an ability, so be careful! "S Blaster-fire
Mode": Players can complete dungeons in a special
setting where you can summon your S blaster fire. It's
a different type of battle where the cannons
automatically fire and the attacker automatically
misses. "Special Edition Pack": "Wizardry of the
Ancient Gods" Special Edition! If you still want to
Features Key:
Free game app.
Actions and reaction.
Help to understand the research of the attribute.
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Key Features of the game
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Based on real three-dimensional building.
You are in the Attribute Sanctuaries.
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